
Cirrus LT: When Data Security is Paramount

Introducing Cirrus
The Cirrus LT is a zero client notebook that allows 
you to securely connect to any kind of network, 
remote host, or virtual machine.

CirrusCirrus LT takes advantage of the strongest 
security protocols, AES-256 cryptography and 
NSA Suite B ciphers. It doesn't retain any user 
data because it doesn't have local storage, a hard 
drive or an operating system. That means secrets 
won't be compromised if the device is lost, 
physically broken into or stolen.

TheThe mobile zero client laptop is based on Teradici 
PCoIP® technology. The PCoIP protocol 
compresses, encrypts and encodes the entire 
computing experience at the data center and 
transmits only pixels across the IP network. 

The Fastest Graphics Processing 
Available on a Laptop
WithWith a decode capacity of 130MBps, as opposed 
to a normal Laptop of 20MBps or a Chromebook 
at 10MBps,  remote users have access to a fully 
functional, and even HD, computing experience. 

About NCS
FoundedFounded in 1996 (HQ and manufacturing 
plant is in Gainesville, VA, USA), NCST was 
established to design and build computer 
based systems and tactical equipment for 
the US Military (Army, Navy and Air-force) 
and the United States Intelligence 
Community.

NCSTNCST in now a multi-billion dollar 
company that designs and sells secure 
computer systems globally to Commercial; 
Financial, Government (local and vstate) 
and Health Care, as well as traditional 
Military and Security organisations.

Cirrus LT

Meet the the world’s first zero client 
laptop. 

You can now take your work along 
with you, with complete peace of 
mind.

The Safest and Most Secure 
Laptop in the World.
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Cirrus LT

Actual functionality may be limited to other factors, including type, number and capabilities of optional modules incorporated. NCS may make changes to product specifications at 
any time and without notice. The information in this document is for informational use only, is subject to change without notice. NCS assumes no responsibility or liability for any 
errors or inaccuracies that may appear. All names are provided for informational use only. Other brands and names may be claimed as property of their respective owners. 
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